Introduction
At long (greater than few hundred kilometers) and short (less than few hundred meters) horizontal scales, the average kinetic energy spectrum of lower atmospheric horizontal motions is understood to be generated by geostrophic turbulence [Charhey, 1971] and isotropic three-dimensional (3-D) turbulence [Kolmo9orov, 1941] , respectively. In the intermediate (mesoscale) regime, there is ongoing debate whether the observed spectra are being created by a spectrum of gravity waves [Dewan, 1979; VanZandt, 1982] not be sustained at these scale sizes due to the stratified nature of the atmosphere at these scales [Dewan, 1979] . Gage [1979] and Lilly [1983] invoked the concept of 2D turbulence [Kraichnan, 1967] , where injection of energy at even smaller scales (e.g., by convective plumes) produces an inverse cascade of kinetic energy to longer scales, resulting in a k -5/a spectrum. The buoyancy subrange of 3-D turbulence is also applicable to the short end of this scale range and predicts a spectral slope between -3 and-4/3 [Bolgiano, 1962; $hur, 1962; Lumley, 1964; Weinstock, 1978] . Dewan [1979] , on the other hand, proposed that a cascade of gravity waves is responsible for producing the mesoscale fluctuations.
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In the intervening years, many developments have taken place, but no clear answer has been produced. With the advent of powerful ground-based remote sensing instruments such as the mesosphere-stratospheretroposphere (MST) radar and Doppler lidar, both frequency spectra (Taylor transformable to In this paper, we use the horizontal velocity and potential temperature data collected by aircraft during the NASA-sponsored Pacific Exploratory Mission (PEM) [Hoell et al., , 1997 [Hoell et al., , 1999 ] to determine whether gravity waves or Q-g-D turbulence (or vortical modes)   70N   60N   50N   40N   30N   20N   I0N   EQ   10s   20S   30S   40S   50S   60S   70S   80S   100E  120E  140E  160E  180  160W  140W  120W A straight-and-level flight segment was one that remained within -I-15 m in height and -I-7.5 ø in azimuthal heading. dominated the observed horizontal wavenumber spectra. The climatology versus altitude and latitude of the velocity, temperature, and trace gas fluctuation spectra were presented in the first paper , hereafter referred to as P EM1.
The instrumental and data descriptions were also given in PEM1. The flight routes are shown in Figure 1 . The distribution of flight segments versus latitude and height are given in Table 1. The PEM-Tropics A P-3B data set was not used because of problems with the wind direction data. Because the spectral climatology of PEM1 showed consistent characteristic differences between the boundary layer and free atmosphere, but similar behavior at different heights in the free atmosphere, in this paper we will focus on the free atmospheric data (defined here to be above 2 km) and take averages throughout these altitudes. Also, the figures shown will mainly be from the PEM-Tropics A DC-8 data, but unless otherwise stated the data from the other campaigns (PEM-West A and B) also yield similar trends. We will first examine the variation of horizontal wavenumber spectra with wind speed and variance, then compare the wind variance parallel and perpendicular to the aircraft heading, and finally apply Stokes-parameter analysis to the zonal and meridional wind components.
Horizontal Wind and Potential
Temperature Spectra Versus
Wind Speed and Variance
Past studies of mesoscale fluctuations utilizing extensive aircraft data sets (the global atmospheric sampling program (GASP) , the NASA ER-2 stratospheric missions [Bacmeister et al., 1996] , and PEM1) have each shown a remarkable universality in the horizontal wavenumber spectra of winds, temperature, and trace gas concentrations. There were, however, some differences between the three studies. In the wavelength range of 2.5 to 100 km, the GASP horizontal wind and potential temperature spectra had log-log slopes of about -5/3, while the PEM1 spectra We were motivated to separate the data in these ways mainly to compare our results with past studies that at- on the spectra. We chose wind speed and variance because they were directly calculable from the data set itself. Topography could not be used because PEM, as the "Pacific" of "P" implies, was conducted almost exclusively over water. This can also be viewed as an asset, since the overall means were not "contaminated" by land effects. We did not attempt a classification according to stability, since we felt that actual measurements were required to give accurate enough vglues. To study dependence on stability, we are planning to use the NASA subsonic assessment, ozone, and nitrogen experiment (SONEX) data set, which included temperature profile measurements from the aircraft. The 1-s horizontal wind and potential temperature samples were segmented into lengths of 512 points, then had their means subtracted, Hann windowed, and transformed to the frequency domain using fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). The mean aircraft air speed over each segment was then used to Taylor transform the spectra into horizontal wavenumber space. Because the air speed varied (usually increasing with height), spectral averaging was performed after interpolating to a fixed set of wavenumber bins that were well within the Nyquist limits of the extreme cases. Taylor's hypothesis is valid for turbulence, and it should also work well for gravity-wave spectra provided that the aircraft speed was greater than about 100 m s -• [Gardner and Gardner, 1993], which was true for all our flight segments. To insure that each transformed segment was indeed horizontal and one dimensional, we enforced a straightand-level requirement defined to be within 4-15 m in height and +7.50 in azimuthal heading. One possible explanation for the increase in variance at high wind speeds in our data is the association of increased variance with jet streams. That is, the inclusion of flight segments within and near jet streams in the high-wind category could have boosted the mean variance due to the large excursions in wind speed and temperature. The lack of difference in spectral powers at low and high wind speeds in the tropics bolsters this argument, since jet streams over the Pacific usually do not intrude into those latitudes. Also the ER-2 spectra that showed no dependence on wind speed were in the stratosphere, so in situ jet stream effects would not have been relevant.
Horizontal Wind Speed Effects

Horizontal Wind Variance Effects
We defined the mean horizontal wind variance as the sum of the zonal and meridional velocity variances over each flight segment. Horizontal velocity and potential temperature spectra segregated with respect to horizontal wind variance revealed only differences in power level, which was a necessary outcome of the sorting procedure. However, the spectral forms did not look different. Isotropy of the gravity-wave spectrum is not required if R is compiled over flight segments that are distributed over a broad range of azimuthal angles, which is true for our study. Ideally, the sampling itself would be isotropic, but as long as there is no systematic correlation between the aircraft heading and gravity-wave propagation direction, the method given above should remain valid. As far as we know, this is the first time that this technique has been used on aircraft data.
Since we wished to calculate R with respect to horizontal wavenumber, we computed ull 2 and u• over over land, which were probably a very weak component in our data collected over the ocean. Ideally, a similar study should be conducted using radar data from a nonequatorial location surrounded by ocean.
Stokes-Parameter Analysis
As already mentioned, vortical modes and Q-2-D turbulence are sometimes interchangeably discussed. However, as pointed out by Eckermann [1990] , the former is essentially wavelike (albeit nonpropagating and of zero intrinsic frequency) with clearly defined wave vectors and polarized velocity fluctuations, qualities that turbulence is not expected to possess.
In this section, we apply to the zonal u and meridional v velocity components the Stokes-parameter method introduced by Vincent and Fritts [1987] With a technique such as this that requires averaging for statistical robustness, there is an inherent trade-off when examining nonstationary data. Ideally, one would perform the spectral averaging over an area and time period in which a wave field (if it existed) remained the same. Although we could never be sure that we were meeting this criterion, we attempted to approach the ideal by averaging only over individual straight-andlevel flight segments. (Spectral processing was carried out as described earlier in the paper.) Here again, we encountered a trade-off between taking longer spectral transforms for extension out to longer wavelengths, and shorter transforms for improved statistics. We again used 512-s data segments for the FFTs.
Also, to make sure that the technique worked, we fed simulated red noise spectra plus pairs of monochromatic signals that were in-phase, out-of-phase, and with 90 ø Next we conclude from the Stokes-parameter study that coherent wavelike behavior of horizontal motions at these scales were not prevalent. Thus we might say that Q-2-D turbulence rather than a superposition of vortical modes were more common. Specific instances of wave/mode existence were observed, however, and we presented an example in Figures 10 to 14. We showed using the cross-spectra of u and • that this case was likely due to gravity waves.
We also searched for inertio-gravity waves in our data. Using the longest straight-and-level flight segment available, we observed a steepened (•k -3) horizontal velocity spectrum at scales longer than about 100 km. However, a Stokes-parameter analysis indicated that these large-scale motions were more likely vortical modes rather than inertio-gravity waves as has been previously suggested . These model results showed up as vertical discontinuities in small-scale potential vorticity.
Our next task will be to examine aircraft data taken over a continent at mid-latitudes and apply the same techniques used here to determine whether gravity waves are a more dominant factor in producing it is reasonable to suppose that the "excess" mesoscale horizontal energy arises from rotational modes.
